
, ten C 

~rir .. ~ 
l' i:-, 

= J f. 

·rallel to the ·helix axis, the tellurium 
:Iix must have 3n atoms. Therefore, 
:. lattice constant in this direction 
~st be close to 7 C're = 41.49 A or 
Ps == 4.4 A, and the formula of the 

:lse is Te7SW 
NOW we look at the van der Waals or 

;:king diameter of the Te and S hel
~. In the Te case, this diameter is 
~11PlY equal to the lattice . constant 
::: 4.457 A. In the fibrous sulfur case, 

tom i
thl t l' 
r h l ~ 
per il") 

dlta f 
~lbic : 

··c sulfur helices are essentially ·hex-
:onally close-packed, although per
~ps somewhat more efficiently (11) 
'In those of Te, because of the simul
.oeous presence of both right- and 
.it-handed helices. Examination of a 
:ale model indicates that a very prob-

1"1 .lIe arrangement of helices is similar 
'---- __ J that (2, 11) in fibrous sulfur, name-

.. rows of right (left) -handed sulfur 
.. jd left(right) -handed tellurium hel
n ;cs alternating along the pseudo

W-C": rthorhombic b-axis (Fig. 2). If this is 
ie case, then the pseudoorthorhombic 

m~ 

r::'axis would be equal to that of sulfur, 
'Jrnely 9.25 A. Along the b-axis, one 
Jlfur helix accounts for 4.05 A; in tel

m-i Jrium are..[312 = 3.860. The average 
f these two values is 3.955 A which, 
.hen mUltiplied by 8, predicts 31.64 A 

'1\ Jr the pseudoorthorhombic b-axis of 
:CrSlO' 
In our earlier experiments we had es

I lblished that the new phase melts in
.~ngruently at high pressure, which, in 

01 ' 
",Irospect, is a logical consequence of 
lie absence of ch~mical bonding be-

t. .. een the tellurium a'nd sulfur atoms. 
,11US it appeared that it would not be 
'ossible to obtain single crystals of a 

, 'ze suitable for obtaining diffraction 
In .i ta. But the weight of the evidence 

',vertheless favors the plausibility of 
'ie conclusion that the structure con
Its of a cocrystallization of tellurium 

, \.nd sulfur helices in 1 : 1 ratio. 
Tellurium and sulfur of 99.999+ 

/ rcent purity (obtained from Amed
v, ' ;:In Smelting and Refining Company) 

, ere finely ground. Amounts of each 
v .. ' ) propriate to Te7SlO and for two high

iressure runs (to obtain sufficient ma
c' .;rial for a density measurement) were 

j'eighed out (the total weight being 
Jout 0.41 g) and thorougbly mixed. 

• ~~e specimens were pressurized at 40 
If-' 1 ) and 400° to 412°C for 4 to 5 days. 

I:he powder x-ray diffraction photo
t,aphs indicated that the resulting ma

.j:rial was single phase. The material 
~ ,'om the two runs was ground in an 

l ~ate mortar and then -highly com
ficssed in a cylindrical die with a nom-
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Left Honded 
Te helix 

Right Honded 
S helix 

o 
13.8A 

Fig. 1. The relation of the sizes of a seven
atom increment of Te helix to a ten-atom 
increment of S helix . 

inal diameter of 0.25 inches (0.64 cm) . 
The resulting pill 'bad high metallic lus
ter (as does tellurium itself) and, I lbe
lieve, was close to theoretical density. 
The dimensions of the pellet were mea
sured, and the pellet was weighed. The 
measured density was 4.017 g/ cms. 

Now, if the reasoning presented earli
er is correct, the pseudoorthorhombic 
cell of TejSlO should ·have lattice con
stants a = 41.49, b = 31.64, c == 
9.25 A; in indexing of the powder pho
tograph (Table 1), II reduced c to 
9.24 A. With 8 X 30 = 240 S atoms, 
and 8 X 21 = 168 Te atoms in this cell, 
the calculated x-ray density is 3.99 
g/Cm3, which is within less than 1 per
cent of the measured value. 

It should be emphasized that it is 
really impossible for the structure of 
the Te,SlO phase to have orthorhombic 
symmetry (2). The monoclinic cell de-

S 

Te 

s 

Fig. 2. Idealized packing of the Sand Te 
helices. The circles, drawn to scale, rep
resent projections of the van der Waals 
"cylinders" circumscribing the helices. 

rived from the end-centered pseudo
orthorhombic cell has lattice constants: 
a = 41.49, b = 9.24, c = 26.09 A, f3 = 
142.7°. To ,have monoclinic symmetry, 
the twofold symmetry of some of the 
sulfur helices must be used. For effi
cient packing of the tellurium and sul
fur helices, however, this 'could turn 
out not to be possible, and in view of 
our results on the fibrous sulfur (2), 
improbable. In this case, the most 
probable space group for the phase 
would be PI. 

One further point should 'be made 
regarding the fibrous -sulfur itself. In 
my earlier report (1), I had indicated 
that the pressure-induced modifications 
were obtained only when the sulfur was 
first melted and then held at tempera
ture and pressure for some time. For 
the temperatures given in that report, 
this is correct. However, I could not 
escape the logical conclusion that the 
formation of the new Te,Sw phase be
low the melting point of either sulfur 
or tellurium implied that melting is not 
required for the formation of helical 
sulfur molecules. I there ore ran an 
experiment in which sulfur was pres
surized to 40 kb and held at 400°C 
for4 oays. The resultant product was 
iruked the fibrous modification. Sc1ar 
er;;z:-(11) have also reported obtain
ing this phase without having first 
m~he sulfur (see also 12). 

S. GELLER 
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